DCRAC Low Income Tax Clinic
Helping you find the right resolution

The DCRAC Low Income Tax Clinic has one major job: to provide
legal representation to income-qualifying taxpayers who have a
legitimate problem with the IRS, all for free. We do not prepare
taxes.

About DCRAC
DCRAC is a nonprofit working to
transform financial lives for
Delawareans through advocacy,
education, legislation and outreach.
Since 1987, they have operated with
the mission to ensure equitable
treatment and equal access to
credit and capital.

How does it work?
If the IRS believes that someone owes money, they are allowed to take

Anthony Dohring, Esq.

that person's money or property in a number of ways to resolve the debt,

Free Tax Attorney

which makes it hard to keep good credit.

302-690-5000

DCRAC’s mission is to help you come to a resolution with the

adohring@dcrac.org

government that works with your real life circumstances.
If money isn’t owed, we can help you get the misunderstanding
resolved with the IRS.

tax attorney, representing clients

If money is owed, we can help you reach affordable payment

Anthony has served as the Tax

who have problems with the IRS.

agreements or help with the settlement of debt (OIC).

Examples of frequently resolved issues:


Helping audited taxpayers prove that they qualify for their claimed
deductions and credits



Assisting married couples when one partner owes money, yet both
parties face “joint debt”



Anthony Dohring is Delaware’s free

Recategorizing employees as “workers” instead of “independent
contractors” (a category that often leads to tax debts)

Attorney since 2015.

When our clients are current with
their federal tax filing
responsibilities, they have achieved
the ability to apply for a mortgage,
modification, credit, FAFSA,
scholarships, and if need be,
bankruptcy.
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DCRAC provides all services at low or no cost without
regard to race, color, national origin, religion, gender,

DCRAC Low Income Tax Clinic receives
financial support from the IRS, Capital One

The clinic, its employees, and its volunteers are not affiliated with
or endorsed by the IRS or its employees. As our potential client,

familial status, disability, age, creed, source of income,
Foundation, and Sussex County Council.
marital status, or sexual orientation. Please contact us for Volunteer attorney Jim Angus and several

your decision to obtain representation from us will not result in
the IRS giving your case a preferential treatment in handling the

accommodation requests.

dispute or problem nor will our representation affect your rights

students help meet our match requirement.

before the IRS.

